
A SUMMARY OF LORD OF THE FLIES A NOVEL BY WILLIAM GOLDING

Ralph finds a conch shell, and when he blows it the other boys gather together. Ralph, whom the other boys choose as
chief, leads Jack and another boy, Simon, on an expedition to explore the island. After they start the fire, Piggy loses his
temper and criticizes the other boys for.

He crawls to the entrance of Jack's camp, where Sam and Eric are now stationed as guards, and they give him
some meat and urge him to leave. Simon, who sometimes suffers mental attacks, goes off into the woods
frequently to be alone. A ship passes by the island but does not stop, perhaps because the fire has burned out.
Without adult supervision they must work together and govern themselves to survive. Ralph locates a conch
shell and begins to blow into it, summoning the other boys with the noise. The next morning, as the twins Sam
and Eric are adding kindling to the fire, they spot the pilot and mistake him for the beast. As the boys cook and
eat the pig ravenouslyâ€”ignoring warnings about eating undercooked porkâ€”Ralph tells Piggy he wants to
stop being the leader, but Piggy convinces him to stay on. Both Ralph and Piggy participate in the melee, and
they become deeply disturbed by their actions after returning from Castle Rock. Jack's tribe continues to lure
recruits from the main group by promising feasts of cooked pig. When they reach the other side of the island,
Jack expresses his wish to build a fort near the sea. The main protagonist, Ralph, is elected as a leader of the
group because to his popularity and leadership skills, with Piggy as his sidekick. Jack, angry at his moment
being ruined, knows he cannot fight Ralph, and so beats up Piggy, breaking his glasses. The other boys choose
Ralph to be their leader, although the choice is not unanimous; the choir boys, led by Jack Merridew, do not
vote for Ralph. He represents the civilizing instinct of human beings. While Ralph hides, he realizes that the
other boys are rolling rocks down the mountain. After he regains consciousness and wanders around, he sees
the dead pilot that the boys perceived to be the beast and realizes what it actually is. Ralph, Jack, and another
boy, Simon, set off on an expedition to explore the island. A boy sees his corpse and parachute and is terrified,
convinced that he has seen the monster. The only survivors are boys in their middle childhood or
preadolescence. Jack has the support of most of the boys, so he conducts a raid on Ralph and his remaining
allies in order to steal Piggy's glasses. Ralph hides near Castle Rock, where he can see the other boys, whom
he no longer recognizes as civilized English boys but as savages. The hunters go into a frenzy, lapsing into
their "kill the pig" chant once again. Piggy blames Jack for letting the fire die, for he and his hunters have been
preoccupied with killing a pig at the expense of their duty, and Jack punches Piggy, breaking one lens of his
glasses. He believes that it speaks to him, telling him how foolish he is and that the other boys think he is
insane. Ralph tries to maintain discipline, order, structure. The Lord of the Flies also warns Simon that he is in
danger, because he represents the soul of man, and predicts that the others will kill him. The boys panic when
Ralph warns them that a storm is coming. They return to the shelters to sleep. Jack and the other boys, filthy
and unkempt, also revert to their true ages and erupt into sobs. The smallest boys have not helped at all, while
the boys in Jack's choir, whose duty is to hunt for food, have spent the day swimming. Jack arrives from
hunting and tells Ralph and Piggy to leave them alone. Cut her throat. Piggy, alarmed, takes the conch and
attempts to address the boys, pleading for order. His body drifts down to the island in his parachute; both get
tangled in a tree near the top of the mountain. Jack calls for a hunt, but Piggy insists that they should stay
together, for the beast may not come near them. The first day goes rather smoothly and they discuss about hot
to get rescued and what they have to do until then any ship come to bring them home. When they reach Castle
Rock, Ralph summons the other boys with the conch. This unexpected meeting again raises tensions between
Jack and Ralph. When the twins wake up, they see the enormous silhouette of his parachute and hear the
strange flapping noises it makes. We soon learn that they are part of a group of boys who were evacuated
during the war and who survived the plane crash that followed what they suspect was an enemy attack.
Ballantyne 's youth novel The Coral Island , [4] and included specific references to it, such as the rescuing
naval officer's description of the boys' initial attempts at civilised cooperation as "a jolly good show, like the
Coral Island". Back on the other side of the island, Ralph and Piggy discuss Simon's death. Once assembled,
the boys set about electing a leader and devising a way to be rescued. The book takes place in the midst of an
unspecified war. He does not receive the votes of the members of a boys' choir , led by the red-headed Jack
Merridew, although he allows the choir boys to form a separate clique of hunters.


